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WEATHER FORECAST
and
KENTUCKY: Warm
winos, with a few showers
this afternoon or tonight.
Wednesday some cloudiness
and not.so warm,

United Press
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Murray, Kentucky, Tuesday Afternoon, April,26, 1948

MURRAY POPULATION - 8,000
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Thousands Of Miners
Strike In Protest
Against Large Fines
Lewis Fined $20,000, UMW APPROVAL may
$1,400,000 For Contempt
FOR NEW 19-25

WASHINGTON, April 20. ilJPJohn L. Lewis was fined $20,000
today and his United Mine Work- ers Union $1,400,000 for contempt
of court.
Federal Judge T. Alan Goldsborough imposed the fines in exactly' the amounts the government
had recommended.
Hazel High School was glvenetin
Goldsborough said if he used A rating Ly the State Board of Edhis own judgement he "would im- ucation at a recent meeting. Prenpose a prison sentence" on Lewis. tice
LaSsiler, superintendent of
But he said he felt it necessary to county schools, announced this
go along with the government's morning.
recommendation.
The other county schools. KirkThe judge informed Lewis and sey, Almo, Lynn Grove, and New
the union attorneys that the fines Concord were all rated B. New
were imposed only for criminal Concord was changed from an
contempt charge. He said the pen- emergency rating to the fully acalty on their civil contempt con- credited B. rating.
This_ is the first dine tn 10 or 12
viction woulA be considered Friyears. '.ad Lassiter. that a Calloday.
Goldsborough yesterday found way County high school has been
Lewis and the union guilty of both 4111111Pft11111 A Mang.
County high schools will close
criminal and civil contempt. The
vacation on May It
_ convictions resulted from their for summer
failure to obey an April 3 court Elementary schools closed -on Atiar
order directing them to end "forth- 16.
ovith" the coal strike that began
March 15.
Lewis and the union immediately gave notice that they would
uppeal the fines.
ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCKrecomhad
The government
ilJPi-'USDA'
mended that Lewis be fined $20.- YARDS, April 20.
-Livestock:
000 and the UMW $1.400,000Hogs 10,000: all salable and comdouble the penalty imposed in 1946
pares with 21.000 y,esterday. marfor conviction on a similar offense.
ket fairly activeTbarrows and gilts,
Assistant U. S. Attorney General 50 to $1 higher than Monday's
H. Graham Morison told the court average; spots more in irregular
that the twree-ae-big penalty was trade. Sows 25 to 50c higher. Bulk
necessary because the 1946 fine good and choice 170 to 240 lbs
failed to deter Lewis "faint a re- 21 25 to 22; practical top 22; two
petition of substantially the same bunches early 22.25. 240 to 270
offense."
lbs 1950.
to 2125, 270 to 300 lbs
Nowhere in his recomiienstation 18.50 to 20; 130 to 160 lbs 19 to 21.did Morison refer to the possi- 50; 100 to 120 lbs 16 to 1850; sows
bility of a jail sentence for Lewis, 45 lbs down 15.75 to 1650; over
although Goldsborough had hinted
450 'bolo to 15.75; stags 12 to .14.
yesterday that he was considering
Cattle 5.000. salable 4.000r. calves
Imposing such a penalty on the 2.500. all salable. Market Steady in
miner's chief.
steers and heifers and some cows,
In recommending the punish- with an easier feeling apparent
ment for disobeying the April 3 in the cow trade, however. Two
court order to call off the recent Toads good and low choice 1288
• • strike, Morison said that "respect lb steers 31; majority of steers
for this order must be enforced medium to good, from 27 to 2925;
by punishment sufficient to disci- some low medium light weights
pline the defendents and meet the 24 to 24.50; medium to good heistandards of orderly judicial pro- fers tend mixed yearlings 24 to
cess.27.50; some held above 29; good
Even before Goldsborough im- cows sparingly 23 to 24; common
thousands
punishment.
the
posed
and medium cows 19 to 23; canners
of Levi' miners struck again in and cutters 15 to 19; medium to
conviction.
against
the
protest
good bulls sausage and beef 23 to
The new strike, which started 24; good and choice vealers lower
and
the
yesterday after Lewis
at . 24 to 30; common and medium
union were convicted, was spread- 1 to 3 lower at 16 to 24.
Virgining rapidly today. in West
Sheep 900; salable 600: lambs
ia. an estimated 71.000 miners were strong to unevenly higher. Market
out.-.bout 24.000 were out in fully 50 to $1 higher, good and
Western Pennsylvania. 23.000 in choice wooled lambs 25.50 to 25.Illinois. 22.000 in Alabama and 75; top 25.75; load just medium to
some 6,000 in Indana.
good grades 24.50; couple .loads
,He cidled the. penalties "strong, good and choice clipped lambs No.
cruel, punitive." Hopkins argued 2 skins. 23 75 to 24.50; some fall
That the penalty proposed by the clips 25; aated sheep scarce, steady.
government was "spawned in an Wooled ewes up to $12; part deck
chargin, fresh clipped ewes 10.50.
political
admixture of
political interference and political
Intrigue."
HENS-Il EGGS
gave Lewis a
Goldsborough
SPRINGFIELD.
Mass. (UP1Chance to make a statement be- Mrs
David Duncan of Sixteen
fore the sentence. but Hopkins Acres boasts that a total of eight
said it was unusual to ask the eggs were produced in one day by
prosecution for penalty recommen- five chickens.
dations, but added that "we have
to accomodate ourselves to circumstances and this is a very unusual situation."
"The welfare and the health, the
safety and orderly way of life pf
a 140.000 000 people are involved as
Well as our national prestige in
. foreign oYmntries. the Judge said.
An appeal was made today to
". . .Now if the court was to
use its Individual judgemeoS it citizens of 'Murray and Calloway
would inapose a prison sentence County to contribute as liberally
Upon
the individual defendent As possible to the American Cancer
(Lewis) but the court is only *le Society on their annual drive to
Vino& .one individual. So the court raise funds which is now in profeels it should adopt the recom- gress.
mendation made by the governThe Quota for Calloway County
ment unless it is of such character this year is $500.00, said Charles
that it would shock the conscience Baugh, campaign chairman. Contributions may be mailed, to box
of the court."

HAZEL SCHOOL
RATED"A"BY
STATE BOARD
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DRAFT PLAN
WASHINGTON, April 20. all')
-The house armed services committee appeared ready today to
give overwhelming approval to
a 19-through-25 draft plan.
Rep. Dewey Short, R,, Mo., secong ranking, GOP member of the
committee and an outspoken foe
of conscription, conceded that the
committee and eventually congress
would okay the proposal.
"I may be the only member of
the committee to vote no." he said.
Short opposes the draft because,
he said, there is no world emergency but only "a personal, political emergency of President Truman." He said the Russians "are
not economically able to wage
a global war at this time."
The house committee, which is
now heariog opponents of the
draft, will vote next Mondly on
the issue.
The senate armed services committee, meanwhile, is awaiting a
military report from Defense Secretary James Forrestal before taking its vote. However, a majority
of committee members reportedly
favor some form of selective service.
Elsewhere in congress, the senate
discussed amendments to the TaftEllender - Wagner housing bill,
while the house met on routine
business.
The developments:
HOusing-Sen. Robert A. Taft.
B, O., hoped for a compromise on
the hotly-debated housing bill that
would win senate approval by
nightfall.
In
the
battle
over
amendments. Taft and Sen. Joseph
R. McCarthy, R., Wis., are the chief
disputants.
Atomis-Election year strategy
may prompt the GOP-controlled
is ate to ignore President_Tnainan's reappointment of his present
atomic energy commissibicert. Sen..
Taft said "there is a growing:feeling among Republican senators
that no one nominated
by the
President) should be confirmed,
regardless of the job."
Lend-Lease-The state department wants new controls on arms
exports The move is regarded in
congress as a possible harbinger of
U. S. military lend lease, for the
non-communist
countries. of
Europe. Sen. Walter F. George.
D, Ga., a top ranking member of
the foreign relations committee,
said he is against any resumption
of lend-lease "because we must
be prepared for war if we take
that kind of step."
ERP - Economic cooperation administrator Paul G. Hoffman appealed for $4.245,000.000 to speed
up the European Recovery Program. He and acting secretary of
state Robert A. Lovett went- before the house appropriations committee to justify the request by
explaining how the money would
be used.
Controls - Speaker Joseph W.
Martin. Jr., denounced President
Truman's request for limited price
and rationing controls as a "great
deception" of the people.•tontrols
in peacetime, he said. are like
"the despotism of the kremlin."

Gokl For Cancer D1117.0
Is $500 In County

•\

111111101Wweillinle

268. Murray.
Assisting in the drive are Mrs.
Garnett Jones, county chairman.
and Mrs J. A Outland, chairman
of county homemakers clubs.
Coin boxes to recieve donations
to the cancer drive have been placed in all the county and city
schools, Murray Boy Scouts are
boxes
now
distributing
coin
throughout the business district.
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Communists To Ale Excluded .
From Italian Government

CALLOWAY NATIVE
NAMED ASSISTANT
AG COMMISSIONER

ROME, April 20 (UP1-premier
Alcide De Gasperi said flatly today'
that Communists, beaten two-toone in national elections, will not
be included in the new Italian government.

"I exclude the possibility of Commuist participation in the next
Italian government," the jubilant
s L. ll_olines Ellis, ,county agent of De Gasperi told the United Press.
Retry _county, wag appointed asHis words were reinforced by the
sistant state commissioner of agri- huge vote being rolled up by his
culture last week.
oWn Christian
Democrat party,
Agriculture Commissioner Harry
which was polling nearly half the
F. Walters, in making lie an- counted, vote.
nouncement, said, "I have been
The Communists were running a
seeking a young man of ability poor second, with little more than
Ind I feel like he- is the outstanding 30 per cent of the counted vote.
county agent in Kentucky."
Other anti-Communist
parties
Ellis, 34, married and With one swelled De Gasperi's margin, and
Calloway
county.
of
son, is a native
guaranteed Communist exclusion
He is the son of the late Leslie Ellis from the coalition goveroment he
and Mrs. Ellis of this county.
is expected to form about May 20.
Ellis is a graduate of the UniThere still was some' question
versity of Kentucky's college of ag- 'Whether the Leftists would accept
riculture. He went from college in defeat peacefully. Partisan,: were
1935 to become assistant county
STRANGE COMBINATION-Forty-eight-year-old Rev. Martin Joseph Burke, Irish priest
ported gathering in the Milan
agent of McCracken county Later area, and government fighter planes
from Brooklyn, N. Y., tells an enthralled group of Chinese youngsters a story in St.
he was county agent of McLean. He and ground forces were seeking to
Therese's Chinese Catholic Mission. which he operates in Chicago. Father Burke, a veteran
served four years in World War II, break them up.
01 10 years' set-vice in China, speaks several dialects and refers to himself as "half Irish
18 months in the Pacific area as a 'De Gasperi appeared firmly in
and half Chinese."
mkjor at 8th Army headquarters.
control, however, and he had 330,Ellis is a vice president of the 000 troops and police "ready to
Kentucky County Agents Associa- meet any situation.- his military
tion. He also is a vice president of leaders said.
the Kentucky Department of the
The senate vote was threeReserve Officers Association and fourths counted, and the chamber
president of the Shelbyville chap- of deputies vote was following the
ter of that organization.
trends indicated in the uppet house
He has been Henry county agent balloting.
for the last two •wars. CommisThe official senate count rom
sioner Walters said a leave of• ab- 31,709 of Italy's 41.648 precincts
sence has been requested for Ellis
v
thmie figures for . the major
•
Mrs. Trolya Greenfield, 41. of and is expected to be aranced.-*••Editor's Note: Carmon M. Gra- medicines, visitors are in the way. Kirksey route 2, died at Murray
Christian -Democrut-e.
ham. Murray Hospital administra- Therefore, comes the expenss of exHospital last night at 111:15 of can:6.171,51111-see-419:+-per cent
tor, makea an appeal to the resi- tra nurses, the delay of routine
Right-Wing Socialistsdents of this community to observe work and inefficiency. After 10:00 plications after an Illness of three
1,142.484 or 6.6 per cent
hospital visiting hours to facilitate a.m, these duties have been cared months.
National Block-proper care of patients. His letter for and visitors not excessive to the
Survivors include her husband.
1.095.032 or 6.3 per cent
patients' interest. are
welcome.
to the public follows.
Ogie Greenfield; two daughters,
RepublicansGenerally
speaking
by
11:30
a.m.,
Visiting hours at the Murray Hos578.530 or 33 per cent
Mrs. Agnes Lee Payne of Murray
pital is another point calling for paients are ready to relax from
Monarchists,
Greenfield of KirkSonja
and
Miss
visitation
and
nurses
again
need
a
The
whoge-hearted cooperation.
- s
302.467 or 2.3 per cent
Trophies of the highly-vaunted
clearance
of
people
in
the
halls
GreenEdwin
Wade
sey;
one
son.
management feels that an UnderBrewers Redmen basketball team Italian Social Movementstanding. of the situation will regu- and rooms that trays may be kerved, field of MurriY. three sisters. Mrs, are on display today in the show
184.569 or 1.1 per cent
and
patients
cared
for
effectively.
late the visits of hospital friends
Ethel Chester .of Murray, Mrs window of the' Belk-Settle CO. De- Independents-Visitors again are welcome bewho in turn will help establish a
169,275 or 1.0 per cent
Houston Bass of Fenton. Mich., partment Store in this city.
precedent for visitors of patients tween 200 p.m. and 4:00`p.m. and
Total And-('ommunists
The display includes 37 trophies
and Mrs. J. A. McNeely of Farmwho may be somewhat less con- again between 7:00 p.m. and 8:30
11,613,925 or 63.0 per-cent
.ington; three brothers, Jessie Mar- which have been presented to the
cerned with the success of the hos- p.m.fFor the sake of other patients
Communist Front
ine of Murray route I. George country high school for their basas well as those being visited the
pital in Murray.
5.325.07
or 31.1 per cent
Marine and Clay Marine, both of ketball prowess in the last eight
We have expressed our apprecta- hospital should be free of visitors Kirksey.
years' from 1940 through the seaThese figures resulted from tabby
8:30
in
the
evening.
tion a number of times for the deep
ended. ulation of 17,286.139 votes, or 76.1
Mrs. Greenfield was a mernber son which has recently
The hospital board of control upinterest people are showing in our
of the Kirksey Church of Christ Thirty one are team trophies and per cent of the total Serrate vote.
the
inon
the
recommendation
of
efforts to make the hospital a sucA residue of votes beyond the
where funeral services will be held six are player awards.
cessful institution. It is doubful ter-locking committee has dopted at 2:00 o'clock Wednesday .afterLargest and most coveted of the totals given above was scattered
listed
if another community project in the visiting hour schedule as
noon under the direction of Rev. trophies on display is the award among minor parties, all of them
Murray and Calloway County has below. They invite friends of the John Brion. Burial will be in the for the 1948 state high school bas- anti-Communist.
received,,the unanimous support of hospital to give attention and ar- Kirksey cemetery.
championship. Other "Chamber of deputies returns from
ketball
the people in-- general since the es- range to folio* it 'as near as possThe body was removed to the trophies on display include awards 21,726 precincts save: Christian
tablishment of Murray State Nor- ible. This cooperation will im- home at 2:00 o'clock this afternoon. for regional championships. char- Democrats 6.388.305: Communist
mal School, the forerunner of our prove efficieney on the part of our The Linn funeral home is in ity games, runner-up in the state Fhont 4.546.530; Independent SocialCollege. It is believed that our personnel and greatly aid the gen- charge of arrangements:
tourney, district championships, ists 950.205; National Bloc 424.320;
people will remain united in their eral condition of our patients.
and Purchase - Pennyrile tourney Republicans 360.152; Monarchists
VISITING HOURS
efforts to giv-FiNe sick of our comchampions.,
302.303; Italian Social Movement
Murray Hospital
munity the maximum amount...of
249.456; Christian Social Party 38,-'
10:00
A.M.
to
11:30
A.M.
hospitalization at a minimum cost-.
788: Nationalist Social Democracy
2:00
P.M.
to
4:30
P.M.
Visiting outside of scheduled
21.256; Popular Unity Blocy 18,047;
7:00 P.M. to 8:30 P.M.
hours is against the best interest of
Peewits Party, 12.307; War Veter(UPi-ProCHICAGO.
April
20
our patients and also expensive to
ans 5.151.
duce:
the hospital itself. The hours for
About 25.000,000 persons were beIT TAKES LOTS OF NYLON
Poultry: 26 trucks; hens unsetvisitation have been arranged at
struck in the lieved to have voted in the deputies
floods
series
of
A
Hens
33,
Legchickens
firm.
tled,
times when patients' are in the best
AKRON, 0. (UP) - Fifty-five
election. Restrictions are harder
midwest today, as five streams went
mood,for company and when nurses miler of tiylon cord are used in the horn hens 23..
for voters for the senate-the age
North
Dakota
banks
in
their
out
of
Cheese: Twins 41 1s2-47; single
are more at leisure. During break- construction of a 56-inch airplane
limit is 25 years instead of 21. for
and the big Ohio Ei'ver crest moved
fast, the making of beds, bathing tire. The huge tires are made for daisies 44-46; Swiss .65-68.
example-and several million fewButter: 479.307 pounds. Market majestically through Indiana apd
and the administering of morning the Boeing 377 Stratocruiser.
er voted for senators._
nervous. 93 score 81 1-2: 92 score Kentucky territory..
While De Gasperi, and other antiThe weary .army of volunteers
81; 90 score 81. Carlots 90 score -011
communist leaderli rejoiced in their
and 'Soldiers who won the battle
89 score 80.
victory. the communists took heart
Eggs: (Browns and whites mixed) to save Newport. Ky., from inunda- from the fact that they appeared
30.150 cases. Market unsettled. Ex- tion today began the task of pump- to have retained about the percerittras 70-80 per cent at"46-47, ; extras ing out basements and flushing age they scored In . the 1946 elect50-70 per cent at 45-4*4-2s.,stand- mud from streets -flooded by seePards 42 1-2-44 1-2; current receiptst•age the men, women and children
The Communist Party as such got
I could not keep out.
MILAN. April 20
'fighter planes were sent today to 42; checks 39
18.9 per cent of Use. vote in 1946.
Since their they have absorbed
scout the strength of leftist partisans reportedly gathering south of the
about 65 per cent of the then United
Po River.
Socialist Party. and sorns, other
Reports reaching the Italian military command .here said the parArian groups, to form the Comtisans 'were forming in' the Pavia and Piacenza regions, where two of
munist Front. The Socialists got
four attacks made against government arsenals since Saturday night
2077 per cent of the 1946 vote.
have occurred.
It was impossible, on this basis,
Rumors were current that the communists planned a violent attcsmake any exacisoomparisi.n with
at
tempt to take over the government soon, and it was pointed out that
The Communicable Disease Cen- per house. plus $1.00 additional for 1946 in percentages, but it would
appear that the communist strength
the strongly leftist Milan industrial region would be a logical starting ter of the Calloway County Health three (3) outbuildings.
The sprayiog of outbuildings has hacrslipped off onl?a few points at
point for such action.
spraywill
start
DDT
Department
proven to be a Popular feature of most.
ing operations April 22. Dr. J. A. this year's program with most farDe Gasperi hailed the vote as
Outland -announced today.
mers. In treating an outbuilding giving him an "absolute majority"
Contact is. s will make a house with DDT it is necessary to spray over the Communists. and indicated
JERUSALEM, April 20 (UP)-Big units of the Arab Legion were to house survey, collecting fees and only the 'halls and low ceilings in he would accept this as a mandate
moving today into the Alemain camp on the outikirts of Jerusalem, arranging a spray date. All persons those parts of a building where from the Italian people to continue
to keep Communists , ,ut of the govwhere they were reported to be taking over from withdrawing British wishing this service should pay the stock is kept. Hay
mowS and
contact man when he calls. He will areas of the barn which are apart ernment.
forces.
The Arab Legion units clattering through the streets in sizable num- have a letter signed by the health from the stalls and stables will not
JUST A - KISS IN THE PARK
bers lent weight to persistent reports that King Abdullah of Trans- officer which authorizes him to be treated.
make collections.
All of the- rural areas will be
MEMPHIS: Tenn. (UPI-It's the
Jordan had decided to throw his army. of WITteh these -units were repre"If stou are not at home when he sprayed before the cities. Spraying kiss in the park that's dangerous,
sentative, into the Palestine conflict.
calls, he will Hoye a card which in Murray will not be started until says Mrs. Ila Huff, a girl's club diThe entrenchment of Arab Legion units in the Alemain camp, with must be filled out and mailed if
some time 1lf70.ne.
rector. The kiss is a wholesome
springboard
for
fightstores
intact,
would
give
the
Arabs
a
powerful
its
you wish to have your home and
A strong solution of DDT is be- part' of growing up Mrs. Huff says
ing the battle of Jerusalem, which everyone here fully expects as soon outbuildings treated with
DDT." ing used this year to insure pro- -not too bad at a party, but the
as. the British are out of the city.
said Dr. Outlands_Tise_
Is $3.00 tection against insects all summer. park-"tharssouL"
• .
.•

Observance Of Visiting
Hours Asked At

KIRKSEY WOMAN
DIES AFTER
Hospital 3-MONTH ILLNESS

BREWERS TROPHIES
ON DEPLATAT
LOCAL STORE

PRODUCE

BAME AGAINST
OHIO RIVER

International Situation in Brief
Italian Troops Ready-For Uprising

DDT Home Spraying
Starts Here Thursday

Arab Traopa Entrenching Near Jerusalem
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THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

home to see his physician the pate
ington, Mrs. ZuLi Tarkingtior, Mrs.
week.
Dorothy ...X.arkington, Mrs. Notice
A number of person iii this repo
Grooms..
Mr.:. and Mrs.'Terey Morris and
mutely are on 'the sicklist. A doe.",
Porovisited
Gwinnavee
Morris
Zipora. Mr. and 'Mrs. au
tor of Murray- wao
delph Key and Dorothy visited Mr. Thy Key Sunciay..
Jesse McClure and Mrs; EOulle
W. PERCY WILLIAMS PUBLISHER
more news from
some
•
Bro. Miller filled his. regular aR7
-Daudlar.-Vanetyke-laLr- 1•14:Cluse whitist
JAMES C. WILLIAMS. GENERAL TSIANAGIK
Vitinielty
-Bettewfwein
e Ointment at North Fork Sunday
Sunday.
ing of coMplieations and Mrs.
river..
*tlii!
and.
afternoons except Sunday at 103 North 4th St., Murray, Ky.
Dorothy Key visited ,Willodepe- with a large crowd. He delivered
Brown was very -ill. Mrs. Mary:
o
The Ole Maid wasn't doped by McClure- is having to
Boforth over the weekend and at- a fine sermon. Tune in over'Stego to• tee
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky. for transmission as
even
drinks
soft
drinking so many
tended chlarch
puryear and en! eon'‘VTPR, Paris, each Wednesday
Dr. Miller of Hazel twice weekly.*
•
Second Class Matter
news letter had
last
her'
morning
though
Miller.
It's
and
Bro.
hear
joyed it very much.
and takes shots for low blood presWorth your time.
most of the Words misspaled.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES:. By Carrier in Murray. per week 15c, per
sure kind has been very "ill a few
'Mrs. Jack Key, Mrs. Oman PasThere will be prayer service at
nonth 65c In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year. $3.50, elseMrs. Everette Bucy and months. George Green is
and
Mr.
chall. Mrs. Rudolph Key. Mrs. Ella North
taking
ahere ii5.50.
Fork each Wednesday night. Miss Eloise'Bucyt visited Mrs. Monshots at the Murray hospital for
Morris and Zipora Morris visited You
It
are
invited
week.
to
come
and
take
past
the
Mitchell
nie
low blood pressure -twice weekly.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: WALLACE WITMF.R CO.. 903 Sterick
Mi-s. George Jenkins rot Monday part in the
service.
seemed like old times for therri to
Building. Memphis, Term.; 250 Park Aire.. Rei:-York: 307 N. Michigan
afternoon, Mrs.. Jenkins served
'Mrs. Monism etitcnell _suffers
There
will
so
be
all
day
serviees
at
themselvescome and all enjoy
eve. Chicago; 80 Boylston St., Boston.
_ cakeeande-iceecream.
from,low _blood pressure and- is-we
North Fork first Sunday in. May. much With their inischievousneI- MEXICAN
able to work very much. She has
Mr. and Mrs. Oman Paschall, Mr. Preaching will be held in the mornKentucky Belle. we have worn
MARIGOLD,
her first shot to take yet and would
and Mrs. -Gaylon Morris and chil- ing and singing will be held
ink. A Detroiter
and
the
ladder
out
2 ANNUAL PINKS.
dren. Mr. and Mrs. George Jenkins throughout the day. The Kentuck- writes the Ole Maid telling her that have to be held like a ou g brio,
N
costo see one of those
visited Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr ians. from Paducah,, will be there
3 AFRICAN DAISY,
sharp
when she gets tired of the red ink
COLD
../Ksasif•e—
last Sunday,
and all quartets and singers are in- to change to another color. She things coming at her.
THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
C. U. later.-Ole Maid
4 PETUNIA
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Irvin from vited to corne. We extent a hearty
likes loud colors and is undecided
CALIFORNIA GIANT
Jackson visited Mr and Mrs. Bar- welcome to all.
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor
of the next choice.
RED PETUNIA
don./fahce last Sunday.
The new church building will
or Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the best interest
The winter season seems so much
Bro, 3. H. Miller was dinner , soon be underway at North Fork
of our -readers.
longer than the summer period.
Calloway Circuit Court
The "new look" Si architecture pro- for the comfort of the occupants rather guest of Mr. and OIrs. Rudolph Key under the management of L. C- Heard a very sad sory recently
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and Save Money
Suggests Effort to
Reduce Farm Costs

ROUGH LUMBER-Poplar, oak FOR COMPLETE INSULATION
All,lengths, Uniform Widths, thick- SERVICE at a lower cost call Rock
ness. Accurately sawn-John A. Wool Insulation Co., Room 105,
production
costs of
Reducing
M8c
Nance, Nance Bros., New Con- Gatlin Bldg. Phone 1021.
FOR SALE-Beautilul ,home on
probably will be the most promMl2c
cord.
Iligbway 95. One mile south of
WE SPECIALIZE. in COUNTRY ising way for farmers to increase
Hardin, 5 acres of valley land. PIANOS-New Starr spinet $485.00 HAM, steaks, chops and
plate incomes this year, thinks Harry M.
Large chicken house, one good up. Used pianos $135.00 and up. lunches. All kinds of sandwiches Young, Jr., economist at the Coltf lege of Agriculture and Home Ecostable. Ideal for Murray worker Free delivery anywhere- Harry Rudy's Restaurant.
with family. House newly decor- Edwards, 808 South 5th Street, Panomics University of Kentucky. He
ated and modern. Stop and look ducah, Ky.
fears costs may continue to Ilse this
'11i412c
it over. Owner leaving state. Box
season, and possibly set a new reA24p FOR SALE-GAI.C. 2-ton truck,
71, Hardin, Ky. .
cord.
long wheel base, 2-speed axle. See NOTICE-Mr. Frank Davis will be
Suggestions of Mr. Young: Make
A22p in Murray each Wednesday at a budget of expenses for the year:
FOR SALE-Oood popular boat Oda McDaniel.
patterns; gunnels run from 14-2.0
Kerley, next t6 the avoid debts; strive for higher yields
PASSED CHICKS Barnett &
inches wide, 18 ft. long. See Al- PULLORUM
to buy, sell and per acre and fewer cultivated acres;
Murray,
of
Bank
live and grow fast. U. S.
bert Enix,: under Sykes Bros. that will
sewing ma- control insects and diseases; make
used
and
new
trade
breeds. HatA21p Approved. Different
Grocery.
repair all dell and efficient use of, all feed,
can
Davis
Mr.
chines.
ching days, Mondays and Thurstrea- including pastures, and increase
convert
machines,
of
makes
early to
methods and
FOR SALE-- John Deere mowing days. Book your order
dle models to electric, and can use of labor-saving
cockHeavy
disappointment.
avoid
machine. Oil bath. Two row corn
equipment.
Murray Hatch- furnish attachments for any make
available.
erals
"Of couise there are no general
planter. 100 bales good jap hayA20c machine. Phone 135 for appointA2lp ery.
Z. B. Crouse, Penny.
M4c rules'that will work on all farms,"
ment.
Mr. Young admitted, "but the man
FOR SALE-1940 Plymouth 5-pasFOR SALE: Funk & Sons Drouth senger coupe, excellent condition, COOLAIR ATTIC AND WINDOW who studies and knows his farm
Resistant Hybrid Seed Corn. Treat- will be sold at once. Telephone FANS, authorized dealer: House- btiiipess can make adjustments in
It's always good
-ed to resist Corn Bore and 241-y.
A2I c hold and commercial refrigeration his tending.
strive- for efficienEar Worm. Special numbers adapSales and service. Phone 1087. management to
ted for Kentucky up-land and bot- FOR SALE-One new two 14 inch 100 N. 4th St. West Kentucky cy. This year, with costs going up,'
tom soils. Both Yellow and White. John Deere flat bottom plow on Electric Co.
May6c it's more than good managementit's a 'must'."
No other hybrids excell in pro- rubber. One new John Deere tracduction. We stock all needed sums Aim corn planter. Works with any BALDWIN Pianos. Choose your
MEMORY
bens. Funk & Sons. Handled by -tractor-Herman Ellis, South 13th piano as the artists do. FEEZLE
A22p Piano Sales, 323 S. 7th, Street,
, the following merchants: L. F. Street.
In loving and precious memory of
MAYFIELD, Phone 1266. South- my daughter. Lillie Mae Lamb, who
Thurmond. Murray; John Grogan,
Shilo; Ralph McDaniel, Dexter; FOR SALE-'42 G.M.C. long wheel western Kentucky's largest exclus- went to heaven nine years ago April
cohMay& Kith, 1939.
ive Piano Distributor.
Rhea & Wright, Wiswell; Young- base, 2-ton truck in first class
blood Grocery, Coldwater; Otto ditipn. with new tires. Priced to
In Eden's bright and happy clime.
Auction
Farris, Pottertown; L. L. liousiden, sell quick. Call or see Oda, Elveon DON'T FORGE1 our Auto
My daughter awaits for me;
at
A22c, Sale every Saturday beginning
Penny; Ray Lassiter, Hazel. M5c or Cleatus McDaniel.
-Some day beyond the shores of
10:30, rain or shine. $2.00 if they
time,
FOR SALE-Sewing machines, two
don't sell, $10.00 if they do sell.
United we shell be.
White rotarys, one Singer, one
Anybody can sell ... anybody can
Minnesota. Perfect condition-16W
buy-Main Street Car Exchange
To scenes of peace and joy unHamilton Ave., Garage Apartment DESTROY TERMITES. Free in- and Auction Co, llopkinsville
known:
in rear.
"alp spection. All work guasanteed. Ky.
Some day in praise around the
References
prices.
Realonable
Throne,
-MILLER TIRE SPECIAL-6.00x16-furnished. Frank McKiney, P. 0.
Her raptured face I'll see.
$12.39 exchange. Guaranteed good
A23p
Box 471, Mayfield, Ky.
as money will buy. Other sizes.
From yonder HOME so free from
Cable Moto? Co.
A22c HOUSE WIRING, Appliance repair,
STRAWBERRY PICKERS - Anycare.
--any electrical work-Bourland El- one who is interested, contact HerFIELD SEED-Let us supply your
ectric Shop in new Riley Furni- bert Key. 1312• West Main Street. Dear daughter beckons me,
needs. We carry complete stocks
And soon with her its joys I'll
MlOc
ture Store. Pone 587.
Murray. Ky. Transportation wilt
of Hybrid Corn, open Pollinated
share,
M8p
Corn, Clovers. Grasses. Sudan, BEST BY TEST-That's why our be furnished.
'For all ETERNITY.
Soya Beans and Peas. We have btgliness has grown so much. Try
- one of the most complete lines of for yourself-Dixie Cleaners, Tel.
We shall meet0 we shall meet.. —
Mile
Garden and Vegetable Seed of 768, Theis Crider, owner.
Where the tree of life is growing
"any store in West Kentucky-Ross
daughter deaf, and I shall meet
Feed Company, Murray, Ky., Wel, RXPERT WATCH REPAIRING- FOR RENT .7-- Two room fungehed High in Heaven bright and glorious
cleaned,
watett',
WWe
aPartment. InEttrikY
101. We deliver.
_
know well meet souse day.
and regulated for perfect Wile at 505 Maple. Possession at once.
_for__N._75 plus post- Phone 21Rigt-Flag RENT-Work shOP.
- -1;tivingin Mother.
kind. 28x35, on North 13th. If in- age and insurance. Quick Service.
Connie D. Lamb
furnished
room
ur
RENT-Fo
WADE,
FOR.
ROY
to
terested see O. W. Harrison at Mail for estimate
equipped.
Electrically
Hickman,
apartment.
once. 1300 West Main. Telephone Jeweler, Clinton Street,
All private-,s502 Elm. St.. Dbene
•
325.
NANCY
A22p- Ky.
lc
204-J.
•
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY- ROWLAND Refrigeration Service
12" culvert and driveway tile.- All makes. Money back guaran11011-1UST
Ug3 our cies:unto
Guerin Concrete Products. East tee. 12 years experience. Phone
Mc get the business.
Highway. Phone 324.
MIc 993-J
-
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de" Strix.gtr

at,
Defeiiciaets%
his cause be
tart, Master
:.'ourt to take
.
St the estate
Strieger, de.'
ons • heidiug
ate willsl,re.
• proven, bcmissioner on
Monday in
barred front
r other news suit.
is Clerk of
2nd day of

late,
Circuit Court

Services Offered
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ABBIE

an' SLATS

CROSSWORD

puzzLE

ANEW'It
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I'41
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PUPAL)

19-The moult:
30-Havii.5 ea*
31-Born
32--Chariplons
34-Ports, of ploy
Si-Optical glass
36-In front
37-To recall to nand
40- WI,hired
41-A0ay from wind
42-Palls back
46-Claim
47-City In N Africa
48-Body of sae?
49-Dines
50-Fastens
51-Long fah

ACII.052
1-Mountain
4-Front of hand
Watch eh•ruits
13-13, way of
13-011vs germ.
14-11112 tuna
15-PetlUon
17-Pro —
14-To soothe
19 -To show
preference
31-Political group
23-Digits
34-Nore. POMO
35-Telling

^

5

b

7

767'.
:
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n

21

DOWN

I -Rall1
2-The linden
9-Fatherly
lb.
17
4-Poetry
5-Winge
2-To allo•
,7- 19 rci
7-They're denied
about
.
5- Woods
7,./75
9-Moos name
10-Tc yap
7>N
7.t. 27 l28
ti-To glide
16-Price
30-To peruse
7 N
7/0
21—Support
22-Atmosphere
1i
23-8e5 birds
25-1t falls from say
28-To enlarge
V et,
27-Clears as profit
28-8omething done
A
I
or achleted
//..00
10 -Fascia.
...-..
33— Porelg,ier.
Ai
34-River to England
42 43
35-Wood plants
37-To breathe noally
viii
„,
147
38-Charles Lamb
39-To tome tOgettler
0
,
1
4d-Male deer
51
43-Sooner than
44-Golfer's mound
45-Salt
0••••W Cr•led ••••••• ••••••••• roe
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24
29
2
,
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Today's Sports Para de
By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press Sports Writer

.

NEW YORK. April 20 (UP)The United States scored. its first
pit.
victory of the summer
games today and it came, typi(_'al.:Y.
in the All-American matter of p,,pping off.
Maybe it ain't the King's English.
But when you go to the movies to
see newsreels of the games, the
commentary is going to be in Americanese. At least we colonists are
going to be able to understand it.
The British will make the official
picture of the Olympics. But they
also insisted that British commentators would describe the- newtreels. It caused more commotion
isan -Eleanor. Molina disqualification in 1936.

I

Imagine waiting patiently to see tion, is a lot 'of mashed tubers.
So Rank got the idea-and you
the pictures of blichig,ah's Charley
Fonville breaking tlie Olympic shot get newsreels ala Americanese.
put record. So you go to the cinAnd "Sharls F'n,y1" bet:eines
ema, oops, extuse it, the movies,
"Charles Fonville."
and hear this hypnotic jargon:
News of the celluloid victory
"Well he-ah we ah at Wembleh
comes right from Jim Rhodes. presSta-dyum and that might colonial
ident of the A.A.U. Jim galloped
-I mean American-Sharls F'n'v'y'
in significantly on the 173rd anniis about to hee-uv the weight. Theah
versary 'of Paul Revere's ride.
it goes! Op, good show, F'n'v'l . .
What a daily double!
wizard! . . . Simpleh wizard throw!
Oh I say, that was jolly fine. Now
heah they are mezhring the toss
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
and it's an, all, a winner. Yes in•
deed, Fn'itl has rahlly made his
rinthk."
Put that in A flat and even a
Gene Autry-Win Bill Elliott double
feature wouldn't save it,
STOKERS
HEATING
And there is plenty of proof that
American moviegoers don't take to
SHEET METAL
the British inflection when it comes
to flickers. Leo Durocher should
GUTTERING have as much when he debates
SKY LIGHTS
with an umpire. History would be
netde as The kW fj0211F w-Q-n-QPe'
OIL BURNERS
Because J. Arthur Rank, the British producer who .will film the
COOLING
Olympics, recently sank some $3,000,000 into a technicklor musical
called "London Town." They held
a sneak preview, in three places in
the United States and then ditched
675 Maple Street
it. Most people walked out because Sid Fields, the great British
Murray
comedian, Was unintelligibleeltree
million potatoes, even during infla-

FREED COTHAM

Call 661

Better Get Your ...
BROADBENT'S HYBRID SEED CORN
All Kentucky certified .(Blue Tag)

It's easy to understand a howel
at losing a look at Eleanor. But in
the interests of crass commercialWhite
Yellow
ism. and they say money is nice to
Ky 203
Ky 103
have, dull British diction promiged
to make a monetary dud out of the
Ky 72B
Ky 102
newsreels. The shots began to
Ky 69
13
S.
U.
insomnia.
for
promise a solution
Tennessee 10
That broad A. clipped monotone
delivery threatened te make a rest
1946 State Champion and 1947 Calloway County
cure out of the current events celChampion (According to Official Tests)
luloid earmarked for American
BEST FOR YOU TOO
consumption'. Only the Harvard
Alumni , Assoei.stion would have
been 1r1 the know and professionalism reared its ugly head before the
Ky.
Amateur Athletic Uniert with Careblidge undergrads training -to be- Carlos Jamas, Lyon;6r
- ove • Paps Dill, Hazel
come play-by-play interpreter!.
Morgan's Idik Hazel
Few colonists ever hit well- Paul D. Jones, Kirke.,
against such delivery of the King's'
_f_jourait's Store, B. Grove
Mizell & Co., Dexter
English.

ROSS FEED COMPANY
Murray,

By

Those Aro Hasty Words, Nancy,

Ernie Bushmiller

By Raebarn Van Buren

The Attack
YOU STOP TALKING,
DARLING -AND GET OUT
OF THE CAlt. THAT'S ,A
REAL GUN SHE'S
POINTING AT US--

•

a

-

ts us
EST
for
volofits

PREPARE NOW

FOR RELIEF FROM SUMMER
SEE TUS FOR
COOL AIR ATTIC and WINDOW
FANS

1•I'L ABNER

By Al Capp

Three on This Match

DAISY'S GRANNY HAS BROUGHT HER
TO A WATERFRONT FLOPHQULSEff

Dcwr REMEMBER
MOTH/N'BOUT MET AON MARRY:N"
LOUT;La ABNEFer-SHES READY
FO'A SNSI,LLR0/1,4A/CE—
NAMELY W/FA
.54/LOR'.'0.":)
WAKE UP

r-tAcKa rr

WE GOTTA GO HUSBIN-HUNTIN'
AGIN TODAY47--TH'IDEEL TYPE
BEIN'ONE WHICH GOT A "
STEADY JOB, BUT WHICH HAIN'T
HOME "NUFF T'GiT ON MAI4
NERVES—

-IN CfNER WORDS,A SAILOR!
NOW,,AH HEFAD 'HEY IS
'A"D
SIGNIN' UP LAL

FIFTEENV'AR

-Tt TM.SOUTH PCX.127—

EF
WE KIN NAB ONE., MARRY HIM,
ARRANGE T'HAVE HIS PAY
UJJT T'NitD'— AN'THEN,KISS
YE - IT'LL BE
HIM GOO'
A WELL
a-,
MARRIAGE
..
FO'USfr

CHILE!

COME IN TODAY --- FREE ESTIMATES

West Kentucky Electric Co.

C_•a.
•

•

••• o• —••
dr'

41•1•4•NO-
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Flowers in Front Yard
GiveNew Look to Home

W. PERCY WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
JAMES C.,,,WILialAMS, GENERAL MANAGER

North Fork News
aud Mrs. Terry Morrie

Key visited Willodene
Dorothy
"ndiY
&forth over the weekend and attended church at Puryear and en!
joyed it very much.
- Mrs. Jack Key. Mrs. Oman Paschall, Mrs. Rudolph Key. Mrs. Ella

Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmi,ssion as
Second Class Matter
SUBSCRIPTION EWES: By Carrier in Murray. per week 15c, per
nonth 65c. In Calfiway and adjoining counties, per year, $3.50, elsewhere $5.50.
•
- NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: WALLACE WITMER CO.. 903 Sterick
Michigan
N
York;
307
New
Ave.
Pare
250
Budding. Memphis, Tenn:
Chicago: 00 Boylston St.. Boston.
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SSOCIATION
6tTHE KENTUCKY !BESS ASSOCIATION
We reserve the right
sr Public Voice items w
sf our readers.

Advertising. L,etters to the Editor
our opinion are not for the best interest

to relief any

e• f.axisi.vt --"-diArtVida* Aftemoon, April 20, 194S

Civil Rights And The South

Morris and Zipora Morris visited
Mrs. George Jenkins last Monday
afternoon. Mrs. Jenkins served
cake and ice cream.'
I- MEXICAN
MARIGOLD.
2-ANNUAL PINKS
3- AfRiCAN thitSY
(OLD
4- PETUNIA
CALIFORNIA GIANT
eau -RED PETUNIA.

. Mr. and Mrs. Oman Paschall, Mr.
and Mrs. Gaylon Morris and children, Mr. and Mrs. George Jenkins 1
I visited M. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
IL
'last Sunday.
i Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Irvin from
Jaakson visuAl Mr and Mrs. Bar! don,Nance last Sunday.
• Bro. J. H. -Miller was dinner
-7 guest of- Mr: and ens.• Rudolph Key'
The "new look". in architecture pro- for the cornfoThi(the occupiiiiti : last Monday. .
vided by madem houses built without than for outside appearance.
I
Mr. and Mrs Tellus Orr visited
basements and hugging the ground, Front yard flower gardens provide
cans for a new look in the landscap- an attractive view to enjoy from pic- Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Key Wedture windows. Architects often ar- nesday night.
ing planting about them.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris were
The green line of shrubs and ever- range for two level plantings, one on
greens uhiall looks so cvell CO two, the ground and one in boxes raised to in Murray Monday.
windows.
the
below
just
point
a
is
basements,
high
with
story houses
Mrs. Oman Paschall has been ill
When Rimers are planted in beds the past few days. Visitors- to see
obviously out of place in front of, a
low, mc:dere house. Too often you each of a single color, and all in her Sunday were Mr. and Mrs':
see picture uindows sereened by a harmony, the affect is in keeping with i George Jenkins. Mr. and Mrs. Mortall groWth of shrubbery, and the at- modern ideas of design and decora- ris
Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs.. Gaylon
lines of a ranch house hidden tion.
Tlw illustrations shove such a plant- Morris and children. Mr. and Mrs.
behind evergreens uhiali in a brief
log, in rectangular beds, as well as Glynn Orr and children, Mr. and
period hav e gTtlIATI i.0.3 tall.
Foundation planting is a method of the use of two level flower borders. Mrs. Rudolph Key and daughter,
flowers which are Mrs. Ella Morris, Zipora Morris,malang !Anises set too high. seem In addition to dieflow
-r
of Aircer,•nt Mrs. Nanie, Paschall, Mr. aici Mrs.
lower than they are 'by -tieing the sugested, other
house to the ground." But modern one- colors mas be used, to harmonize th ZtIna Orr. Mr. and Mrs. Berttfal
store houses hug the ground alreativ, the house. Annuals of dwarf habit Grooms. Mr. and Mrs. Enloe Tarkand do norneed to appear 16wer, If whEch produce the desired effect inaze?atum, anchusa. stoke awl
any planting is done in front of them
Blackwell.- who won 22 games
it should be low and should make die white asiyssuira dwarf callioptis, carhouse look wide by emphasiziluz thz. nations, crested eclosias. annual pinks, last year, racked up number one
morndwarf
marigokls,
dwarf
lobelia,
without much trouble as he held
L.arizoatal line, Small houses especially
ing eleries, forget-rue-ns, nastur- the Pirates, to seven *careered hits
Aced this effect.
pan,1...s
petunias,
nierembergia.
tieur.S,
purthis
accomplish
Flower .1cir4ere
pop- in a 4 to 1 victory. The Butts alpose. They provide. an attractive foil and viuloS. annual phlox. Shirley and so got seven hits but Cincinnati's
tko-sl-mvulait secere lines whiah pies. porttAaca. salvia. verbenas
blows

Preaching will be held in the

Marketing Co.ops Opening Baseball
Operate In Many Games Mostly Tur
Out As Predicted
Different Ways

The Ole Mind wasn't doped by
drinking so many soft drinks even
though her last news letter had
most of the words misspelled.

Mrs. Mary
Brown was very
McClure is having to go to ate
Dr. Miller of Hazel twice weekly

•

and takes shots for low blood pres- •
sure and has been very ill a few
and
Bucy
Everette
Mr. and Mrs.
months. George Green is taking
MonMrs.
Miss Eloise Bucy visited
shuts at the Murray hospital for
It
week,
nie Mitchell the past
low blood pressure twice weekly.
seemed like old times for them to
Mrs. Monnie Mitchell sulk,'so
come and all enjoy themselves
from low blood pressure and is tei
much with 'their rnischietfarie. . able to work very much. She ha
Kentucky Belle, we have worn her first anot to take yet and woula
out the ladder and ink. A Detroiter have to be held like a young bron
writes the Ole Maid telling tier that co to see one of those long shot i
when she gets tired .of the red ink -things coming at her.
to change to another color. She
C. U. later.-Ole Maid
likes loud colors and is undecided
choice.
next
of the
The winter season seems so much

Order of Reference

Concrete Building
Blocks

Eta

East Highway

4

mg!

"la Zai

Phone 324

Murray, Ky.

S
Highw
Hardir
Large

FOR

and singing will be held
throughout the doe. The Kentuckians. from Paducah, will be there
end all quartets and singers are invited to come. We extent a hearty
welcome to all.
The new. church building will
soon be underway at North Fork longer than the summer period.
Calloway Circuit Court
under the management of L. C. Heard a very sad sory recently
Tarkington. The old church build- over a radio station of Memphis. A Walter 1.... Prince, Admr.
For Mrs. J. J. -Nannie" Stringer,
ing will stand until the new one is, young • teen age girl whose .mother
ready for use.
had died and the neighbors were deceased. Plaintiff.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins unkind to
Some folks strains Vs. Order of Reference.
visited Mr. and Mrs. George Jenk- at a gnat and swallows a camel, Linn Funeral Home et al,
Defendant..• ✓
ins over the weekend.
the scripture says.
It is ordered. that this cause be
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Fletcher
Kentucky Belle. I have a trip
and baby. Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel planned-tur•_us soon as the weather referred to George Hart, Master
Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Tellus Orr visit- warms up. You know where the Commissioner of this Court to take.
ed Mr. and Mrs- One Keyken Il steep "mountain"- is northwest of proof of claims against the estate
Sunday.....
Concord that is called the. Devil' of Mes...1:.1.4Nariniei Stringer,'de-St-Mr. and Mrs. One Key, Mr. ad Pulpit? I want to see You do some ceased. altd all persons holding Mrs. Vine' _Paselaall were di
climbing and we can roll down but claims against said estate will pre•
guests of Mrs. Iva Paschall and.so Blood Biver winds around the bot- sent their claims, duly proven. be. 'Hugh. Sunday. They attended the tom and we don't want to live like fore said Master Commissioner 'on
singing at Sedalia Sunday after- a nick. The •Ole Maid was .on top or before the fourth Monday iii
•
noon.
of this "mountain" when she was April or be -forever barred from
Mr.' and Mrs. Carnol Boyd and a wee little girl. You get a pair collecting some in any other mansons. Mr. and Mrs. Clay Cook of roller. skates and I will get a ner except through this suit.
visited Oman Paschall Saturday sled so that we might come down
Witness my hand as Clerk of
night.
at full speed.
said Court. This the .2nd day of
Mr. and %Ira Clarence Paschall
Kellie Wisehart of Detroit came+ March, 1948.
and_ daughter. Mr. and 'Mrs. Jack
Dewey Ragsdale.
Key visited Mr. and Mn. Carnol
• Clerk, Calloway Circuit Court _
stationed in New Mexico. We wish
Boyd. Sunday.
Tu-A20.
for him a speedy re7overy.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Gallimore and
were more potent. Rookie
family
visited
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bertha'
Sauer hit a home run with Grady
Haton on tjase and Bobby Adams Grooms Sunday. •
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Tarkington
also got a four base wallop to provide !he margin of victory. Walker, visited Mr and. Mrs. Enloe Tarkone of the surest fielders in the ingtan, Sunday.
Margaret Wimberly visited Dorobusiness, let the other run in when
thy Key Saturday afternoon.
he mussed a short fly.
Made front Crushed LimeMr. and Mrs. Fred Wimberly
The rest of the teams get into
stone. ,Olimple supply.
action today with the Browns at visited Mr. and Mrs. Gurvis PasCleveland and the Tigers at Chi- ehall Saturday afternoon.
Immediate Delivery on
Kuykendall suffered a'
Dorce
cago along with a repeat per.54)
a
from
few
stroke
days
light
the
bY
formance
Yankees and SenMARQUETTE AIR-ENTRAINING CEMENT
ators in the American League. In high blood pressure. He's some
the National, the Dodgers play better now. force is in the army
alf
the Giants at New York. the
I
U..., Vila Sig MO it
,// iii i.iS as
Braves play at Philadelphia. the
MP 1111
MUNI
IMO
NAG
Ns
No Nis
I
Cubs at Pittsburg and the Reds at
so
St. eouis.
•
ing

An address by Gov. Millard F. Caldwell of Florida
/ presents our view on the Civil Rights bill. Gov. Caldwell
-7
made this address on April 6 from Miami Beach, Florida:
Printed below we trave taken one passage of this
speeeh whiccnntapts,,we .believe, the "meat" of his
message.
"Intolerance should be tspecially condemned when
it is nourished by those who would seek a selfish end. It
must be frankly admitted that the present controversy is
with us because certain, political forces desire to capture
the vote of minorities and, in an effort to do so, have prated about the supposed intolerance and discrimination in
the South. Such an approach is both insinCere and reprehensible. and delays the day when we may come to accept
all peoples on the basis of worth and merit."
"Because accurate information has not been available.,
-the arousing of sentiment for the civil rights legislation
has been comparatively easy..('onditions in the South., pies..a!in tiouses-prhalrily designed spun -flowered zinnias.
have been deliberately misrepresented. The people in
other parts of the country have not been told of our efforts
and progress in the field of humanities. They have not
been-told that living conditions of the Negro in theSouth
are better than they are in Harlent and in the other segregated cnmmunities of the North. 1-hey -have not been
advised of the strides made toward better-educational facil:ties for the Negro of the South: that our Negro teach- Marketing cooperatives operate
By CARL LUNDQUIST
ers in Florida. for instance, are paid upon the same basis in many different ways. Some act
United Press Sports Writer
above
far
is
pay
of
rate
the
that
as our white teachers. and
NEW YORK, April 20 i UP.enly as bargaining agencies of the
the national average. The people have never been .told members, without owning or ope.-- Everything went according to plan
that _in all of the non-segregated medical schools of (be ating aria faciliLea many of the -almost.
The World Chanip,on Yankees
East. North and West the're- are only eighty-six Negro mile cooperatives are of this type
, agents. crushed the Washington Senators
medl-Cia students, whereas in the South at Wherry of Some act as commission
Others -own and operate various as was expected. Euell Blackwell
Nashville and Howard in Washington, something more facilities..
processing plants. grad- sit Caleinnati took on where he
in
educated
being
are
Yesterday's star-rookie Lou Br,• _ than one thousand Ne.gin students
mg machinery. storage machinery.- lett off last year-as baseball's leadmedicine. Nor. do- they know that in the South -several
and may assume the job of- ---ing- pitelwr. A•sci a -couple of sic of the Athletics who held' the
thousand Negroes tikeupy -high -places in education, as ft-at-Idling a oarticular arm corn- rookies. Lou Brissie of Ihe Phila. Red Sox to four hits and struck
out seven in a 4 to 2 victory which
presidents and professors of institutions-of higher learn- modity . through several of the delphia As, and Haiti Sauer of followed_
an earlier $ to 4 Philo;
ing, whereas in the North- only a aennt handful are so steps. iswolved in 'preparing it for the-Red.. laved up__to all advance delra
To varying degrees notices.
consumer.
the
of
Many
that
heard
people
the
have
Neither
recognized.
A What's more the vaunted Boston
this is true of the local fruit and
/ the southern states have long ago abolishdd the poll tax, si...etai.lcr cpoperatives, the to- Red Sox • gos three consecutive
public
that
past,
the
of
thing
a
practically
is
lynching
that
/
home runs. But they lust la double
co associatielns.- and others.
health and public education have made tremendous head-- Aimom always the cooperaUve header to the Athletics. 1 • ..
lynching,
condones
Ttat was about the -only item
way, and that no decent Southerner
acts as the sales agent of the pro.
ducer. The cooperative may be that wasn't in the script--ehe A's
bigotry or brutality."
A
the direct bales agent of the pro- winning the morning and 'after"It would be far wiser for all of us to avoid sectional (lacers
or may be the 'agent of noon Patriot's Day twin -bill from
improvement
the
to
efforts
our
devote
and
recrimination
other cooperatives which are the the Red Sox, 5 to 4 in 11 innings
South,
the
and
North
of educational facilities in both the
and a 4 to 2. It also was a little
direet agents of the members_
A
remembering that knowledge will displace the abuses. A common type of operation is amazing to note that Dixie Walker.
Let Us learn more about facts and condition-, and not - per- the pooling of the proceeds of all the 'Did Reliable- from Brooklyn
made a two base error in the outmit ourselves to be mad. ugicsitting pawns in a political -Mies.. aritt the-drarttrutian Of these field
for Pittsburgh.
proceeds be progressive payments
destructive
.
a
is
'bigotry
that
forget
not
us
let
.And
game.
The A's despite a second inning
until all of them. fess the cost of
man
between
be
it
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-ington, Mrs. Zulu Tarkingtoa, Mrs.
Dorothy Tarkington, Mrs. Holice
Grooms.
GWinnavee htorrit visited.Dorothy Key Sunday.
Bro. Miller filled his regular appointment at North Fork Sunday'
with a large Crowd. He delivered
a fine sermon. Tune in over Station WTPR, Paris, each Wednesday
morning and hear Bro. Miller. It's
worth your time.
There will be prayer service at
North Fork each Wednesday night.
You are invited to come and take
part in the service.
There will be all day services at
North Fork first Sunday in May.
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Scale For First Game With New York Yanks I
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Do You Want...
SERVICE?

A NEW CAR?
For the Ford in your future make your plans now
to see the new 1949 Ford
to be on display in a few
weeks.

Factory trained...mechanics using the finest
modern equipisHild ail/ keep your car running like a top. The finest lubrication department in Murray i ready to give your
rar that regular attention Which is so important.
Rear Wheel Alignment and wheel balani•ing
Rude Barnett. our specially factory
trained mechanic. Repair service is cheaper
here because of the time-saving equipment
in use. All repairs are guaranteed.
Change now from winter weight to summer
weight oil in the differential transmission
and motor.,

A NEW TRUCK?

Largest and most complete
stock of GENUINE FORD
PARTS IN THIS REGION.
Parts for Ford cars, trucks and
tractors. Seat covers and accessories for all makes of cars.
Specials on Seat covers, heaters, radios and batteries.

You'll be glad you waited for
the new Ford BONUS-BUILT
truck. Eight _sizes, including
the two new BIG JOBS that
will haul anything, anywhere.
Assure yourself of a new truck
by placing your 'order NOW!
Early delivery on some models.

TEDAMAGE

extent

him were House Speaker Joe Mar- chief But none came
tin and -Baseball Commissioner Chick enjoied the game.
Happy Chandler. The Senators and
=AD MIR CIA1111171/DIM
the. Yankees gathered on either

1

-btirgh (Sewell 6-4';
Cincinnati 'Fox 0-01 at Be Louis
.
iDieltsoil 13-14e• .

mew

A USED CAR?
The finest stock of clean
used cars in Murray is
maintained on our lot.
Fast turnover makes it
possible for you to own
the best at a lower price.
41

TO SELL YOUR
CAR? _

PARTS?

1

mcntlia

STOP T

•

Our fast turnover lets us
give you the HIGHEST
CASH DOLLAR for
your old car. Large volume and small profits
take care of us!

Billington-Jones Motor Co.
Incorporated
170

211 MAIN STREET

-

YOUR AUTHORIZED FORD DEALER
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-Suggests Effort to
Reduce Farm Costs

FOR COMPLETE INSULATION
SERVICE at a lower cost call Rock
Wool Insulation Co., Room 105,
M8c
Gatlin Bldg. Phone 1021.
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By Al Capp

Three on This Match

LI'L ABNER

FOR RELIEF FROM, SUMMER

By Railsern -Van Buren

The Attack

(-TACKLE.?-SHE.DON'T REMEMBEP
AVTH/N.BOUT THET NON MARRY:AI'
LOLir LIZ A8NEPIT-5i1ES READY
Fo'A SENS/ALE ROMANCENAM LY
..?
)
$A/LO 57

WAKE UP CHILE

\JEGCTTTA GO I-K.11ISBN i-10.1NTIN
AGIN IkDDAY17-TH''Dui.TYPE
BEIN'ONE WHICH GOT A
STEADY ucts, BUT WHICH HAIN'T
HOME 'NUFF T'GIT ON MAN
NERVES-

-IN OTHER WORM A SAILOR
NOW AH HEE-14D "'HEY IS
'="3. A
SIGNIN' UP LAL

FlintEN VAR

-T.ne SOUTH

EF
WE KIN NAB ONE, MARRY HIM,
ARRANGE T'HAVE HIS PAY
'YO'-7- A N'THEN. KISS
T
HIM GOO'
YE -'IT'LL BE.
A IDIEILL
MARRIAGE
FO'US Aar

SENT

r
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Club Nu). Activities
Weddings
374-M

• LOCALS

Mt. Hebnin W.S.C.S.
Meets At Church
Wednesday Afternoon

Mrs. W1llie-We-11i has returned-To
Murray following a six months visit
with her son, Oran Wells and tamIly,at 'Mauston. Texas.

The 'Mt. Hebron W.S:C.S. met
at the church Wednesday afternoon
at 1 o'clock.
The program was as follows:
Songs. "Take Time To Be Holy",
"Take My Life and Let It Be': devotional. Mrs. Clay Smith: Mother's
Prayer. Mrs_ Brooks Doores: To
His Mother., Mrs. Eddie Billington:
prayer.. Mrs. Will Desires; Bible
study conducted by Mrs. B. F.
Guthrie.
May Bible study will be Daniel
le chapter by Mrs Newel Doores.
Qu 4011S read as follows: 1 What
WOM•irl 'ale tender eyed' 2. Where
have a little sister.
found'
What is it.de. 'bine 3. Who said
man on earth,
there is not 'a ju
et‘not. 4.
that does Uoiert. and s
Complete this verse, it is • tter to
dwell in the corner of the • use
5.` Whe
top
found! God judges the righteous
and God is angry with the wicked
every day 6. What books of Bible
do not mentioreGode 7. Who was
licked his
the king that dogs
blood! 8. What relation was sfacob
to his wives! . Who asked an angel of the Lord how shall we order the child' and...hole shall we do
unto him' Who was the child! Who
was first Nazarite. mentioned in
scripture!
•• •

it

_
IN !MINTS-Cool green is featured in these two
STV
Halpert.
new sumflter creations by New York designer Joseph
with a
At left is astriking leather print accenting green
sash
!Winging skirt'lsod short. cuffed sleeves. A green crepe
is inbelt coruletes theensemble. The two-piece costume
the
grass green sea shelt- Qrint with. self-buttons triMming
snoirishort jacket.

•

••••• 4, i••••••••• •••••••• ••

Loris Raymond is seeking a

IN THE wave of applause Carey
musical career in New York, but
sat down. and Loris was alone
finds the going dittcult, as does beneath the brilliant light. She
Carey Carson. young would-be played as she nexer had played bearchitect. They become friends, fore, forgetting everything but the
and hear of Roland Potter, a joy and beauty of the music.
wealthy old bachelor, who wants
"Bravo! Bravo!" several people
to help a worthy young couple by. cried, when she stopped.
caretakers
as
paying them to act
"More!" called others.
on his Long Island estate. Loris
Loris whirled about with shining
and Carey marry temporarily. on eyes. It was almost like the concert
a strictly business basis, to get tours of her dreams.
the job. They are hired and PotThe manager smiled and nodded
ter leaves on a cruise, after intro- for an encore. Loris played a modducing Iris Wrenshaw. beautiful ern bit that also brought a friendly
and wealthy, who takes a fancy round of cheers and clapping. She
to Carey. Drawn by bet charm acknowledged it with:
and interest in his career. Carey
"I'm sorry there's not time for
drives into New York with Iris to more. Just one final song from Lee
look over her drawings for a pro- -and weetteiftroUgh."
posed real estate venture. Torn
For his last number Carey sang
by jealousy and anxiety for the "Going Home" Several people
Carey's
by
hurt
is
Loris
future.
hummed it. Some wept silently.
late return. They make a delayed The applause was thunderous.
start`to compete In an amateur
When it was over. Carey and
talent castles% at a wayside night Loris were awarded the 950 prize.
club.
General dancing began and several
people stopped to say flattering
CHAPTER.XIX
things to Loris and Carey. They
LORIS and Carey arrived late felt gay and exhilirated. Soon the
young dance couple drifted over to
at the roadhouse and at their table.
Amateur
the
once registered in
"Let's drink to our success!" said
Talent Contest, describing the young man in the team. "I've a
their act as old-fashioned huntsh that our teams are going to
get something out of this amateur

songs.

Mrs. Ragsdale Gives TYe'rnonst
Homemaker* Friday

Mrs. Maynard Ragsdale. president of Calloway County Homemakers. presented the lesson on the
making of salads, to the North Murray Cub Friday afternoon.
Salads supply important minerals
interesting program. The
and vitamins, and they make the
asnr,1il
welcome treat more aPpetiring and attract&siva&
chu
• for all.
ive in appearance. A salad should
in.every day's menu.
be 'included
,
The regular meeting of *e MYF
litgadate. assisted by Mrs.
will be held at teMple_Hill Methoj
Robinson if Charlie- Crawfurd, demonstrated
And Mrs- Cle
that Church- Thursday right. April
several different kinds of salads..
s
St. Louis are visiting
e •
2: at 7:30. The officers for the
which were enjoyed during the soand
Jo
C.
Mrs.
1
.1i11
f"r1.5
this
at
seiecteti
eelletiniejeer will be
cial hour, be-the fellewing visittime and the church will have a Mr. Jones of this city.
ors. Mrs Garrett. Mrs Bobby Lassiter. Mrs J A Outland and Mrs.
Ragsdale. and 11 club members.
A - Veltr-interstine devotional was
given by Sirs Fred Gingles. program chairman
Mrs J. A. Outland told the members about the free clinic, for the
treatment of cancer, which is open
every third Wednesday in Paducah.
The club voted to give five deniers
to the Cancer Society

Temple Hill MYF
To Meet Thursday

P.

THE WHITEST WASH .IN TOWN

• • •

Womans Society Of
Christian Service
Meets At Coldwater

Self Washingette Service
BEHIND THE ICE PLANT

"Quality Alone Can Stand The Test
of Time"
PHONE 1171
le

ir

TUESDAY
and Wednesday

11,1

VARSITY

CALI TIMT SWEEPS
THE SCREEN TO ADVENTURE,
A

CC
to
w.
IJ

The Woman's Society of Christian
Service of the Coldwater Church
met Saturday afternoon April 17
Eight members and three visitors
were present. The president. Mrs.
Veva Turner. presided The meeting was opened with the song.
"Work.Where You Are." which was
followed by scriptural reading by
the president and prayer by Mrs
Mildred Adams
After a short business session
an interesting program was given
The respondents to the program
were Mrs. Lucile Putts, Mrs. Veva
Turner. Mrs.' Neuma Cooper, and
Mrs Ethel Stone.
The Bible study from the 19th
chapter of Acts, was conducted by
Mrs. Margurite Riley, after which
we were'-diseniased-with prayer by
Mrs. Luca, Pqtte.
••
,L

business.'

"I have the same feeling," said
"With piano seiectiOns In beLoris. "You two were marvelous.
tween." added Carey.
tbat. ball"Remember, nothing stronger to--You simply floatetlk,
drink than lemonade." cautioned room number."
Into
feeling
much
so
put
"You
Loris, as they found a table RIM
your playing." said the darielng
the dance floor.
Wt. And those songs! I felt all
"Darned if I don't believe I aws choked up."
getting stage-fright," said Carey.
"What will it be?" asked Carey,
"This is a fine time to make a looking over the wine card.
retorted.
Loris
discovery like that."
"Something light for us." said
"Just think of yourself as singing the dancing girl.
in the room at Pottersplace. and
"How light?"
forget all the people.-And you
"Wine." decided the dancing girl.
might show some life!"
"'White-and harmlias."
wife
little
Carey grinned. -My
Carey ordered a quart bottle,
sure does like to run things!"
with some sandwiches. Soon the
"One member of this family has four young people were drinking a
to show some spunk."
series of toasts, as dancers whirled
The general dancing ended and about their table,
anthe manager of the roadhoume
nounced the amateur protract:-orHE manager followed than to
first introducing a tumbling got, A the door. shaking hands Snit
The lights were dimmed except leg' with Loris and then with Carey.
a brilliant' bulb overhead, which
"You were good," he beamed.
cast a pool of radiance in the cen"Thank you." said Loris ad
young
Three
floor.
dance
the
of
ter
Carey added:
men. dressed as tramps, not only
"The old Asp always go ouse
tumbled, but tangled with a table well."
laden with dishes and glasses.
The manager stsgar.
Their act HOZ followed be general lowering his voice.'You'll be hearrelief -and a girl who attempted ing from me before long. I've got
Unpersonationa of famous movie to put on a few more acts before I
stars.
decide about engaging anyone reg"If she had half as much ability ularly."
playing
be
she'd
nerve,
as she has
"Then we better give you our
big time." whispered Carey, taking telephone number" said Loris.
a long swallow of lemonade.
"And your address too" the
Next came a really good dance manager said. "I'll want to notify
act by a young team that knew you by mall in case I can't reach
their stud. They did a smooth ball- you by telephone"
room exhibition number, a Conga,
Carey scribbled the address and
and them own version of a modern number on a card.
waltz. The applause that followed
"Here you are." he said "And
their act was genuine.
thanks a lot for giving us a
"They're our only competitors." chance."
had Loris put Carey's
SCARCELY
thought Into words when they
as "Lorena and

were introduced
Lee." They walked quickly to the
center of the room. A piano was
rolled out so that it stood directly
underneath the strong overhead
light.
"Put a lot of pathos En your
songs." Loris whispered. "Think of
sad things-and you can do it."
"I'll try my darndest." Carey
smiled at the blur of faces around
the crowded tables and spoke clearly: "Lorena and I believe that
everyone loves the old songs. I am
going to sing a couple of them for
you."
"Good!" someone called. "The
kind Mother used to sing. Go to
it. feller."'
Carey nodded to Loris. the struck
a chord and their act was on! It
was going over. They could feel it,
The crowd knew the songs. Sinthuslastic voices called for more.
Carey bowed repeatedly, and pulled
Loris to her feet so that she could
take her share of the applause. He
found that he was actually enjoying himself. Raising his hand for
quiet. Carey said:
"Friends. Lorena Is going to PROF
Aiorti 22, Thursday-S.A.I. Ameriyou a Strauss waltz. You'are in tor
can music program, recital hall. a real treat
8:IS: April 13. Friday-Commerce meeting-One day conference-high
school commerce teachers.
April 24, Saturday-Tr Sigma banquet and dance, Women's Club
House, 6.30 pm.
"Today's 'Home Builds TomorApril 25. Sunday--Tr sigma breakrow's World" is the general theme
fast at the Hut. 9.30 a m.
of the annual district meeting of
the Kentucky Federation of Homemakersebeing held April 19 to May
1 at 12 points in the state Principal speakers and their sub)ects will
be. Mrs Luella Canterbury. Chi-

College
Calendar

State Homemakers
Hold Meetings
In 12 Districts

! everybody in
No.
Calloway county subscribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it.
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and
"THAT BOY FROM PADUCAH"

ROBERT KARNES

wea .4cmoi

VARSITY
"Scudda Boo Scudda Hay"
Hr 35 Min
.Feature Starts; I:00-2:511-5:014.08r,
9:07..

ALL WORK

GUARANTEED

We Appreciate Your BMA/leas

The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet at
730 at the Club House.

April 20-Kirksey Club at_1.30 p.m.

a

7in school building
April 21-East Side Club_ at 1:30
p.m. in home of Mrs. Hillard
Rogers
I.
1 bay leaf
1 cup boiling water
2 cups tomato juice
1 teaspoon sugar
1-2 teaspoon salt
1-8 teaspoon paprika
Soften gelatin in cold water.
Cook the onion and spices in
iling water until well seasoned.
Strain and add hot liquid to boiling tomato juice. then add to
softened gelatin. Add sugar, salt"
and paprika. Pour into buttered
molds and allow to set. If desired.
3-4 cup of finely cut celery and
3-4 cup diced raw carrots may be
added.
Menu: Roast- chicken, parsley
potatoes. asparagus, tomato aspic
on lettuce, rolls, butter and custard with cookies

•

6.50-600
First Grade Tires
$16.00
Tax Included
•

6.00-16 Tires
12

Months Unconditional
Guarantee

$14.00
•

Recipe. Of. The Week

Use Our
GMAC Monthly Payment
Plan
for Shopwork, Tires,
Repairs
•

-MAIN -STREET
MOTOR SALES
1.

_
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G. H. Pittman left Monday for
Wewoka. Okla , to spend the
mer.

HERE

VIRGIN ISLANDS CLEARED t_
WASHINGTON (UP) - All
Marine Corps and Navy personnel have been withdrawn from the
inactivated Marine Corps air facility and submarine base at St
Thomas, Virgin Islands The air
facility and base have been transfered to the Department of Interior but because of theie strategic
importance. the Navy tas a revokable permit with the Department of Interior so that they may
be reactivated, if needed.

cago psychologist and lecturer.
"Adventures in Self-Discovery";
Morris, Hoptinsviiie.
Mrs * K
president of The. Kentucky Federation of Homemakers. "Homemakers,
Better Citizens." and Miss Myrtle
Weldon, Lexington, state leader of
Borne demonstration work, "Views
of Colorful Holland."
The meetings are scheduled as
follows:" April 19. Wilderness Trail
District, Loyale Mrs R I,. Maddox,
director, April 20, Eastern Ken-

has the latest equipment for Reboring Blocks. Reconditioning
Motors. R:facing and Resealing Valves; also Honing Bushings
for Pistons. Rods or anything for Cars. Trucks or Tractors. All
Precision Fitted.

Tuesday, April It
The following circles of-the W.S.CS. of the First Methodist Ch,urch
will meet at 2:30:
Cirele I atthe home of Mrs. F. E.
Crawford with Mrs. Charlie Broach
and Mrs. W. H. Huie as cohostesses.
Mrs. J. T. Sammons will be in
charge of the program.
Circle II at the home of Mrs. R.
A. Johnston with Ali's. R. M. Lamb
--XeeL: Langston as coand Mrs. L.
hostesses. Guest speakers will be
Mrs. B. F. Scherffiva.
Circle III al_lhe home of Mrs. E.
A. Tucker with Mrs Charles Rains
as cohostess Mrs. R. W. Cherry
will have charge of the program.

The Woman's Council of the First
Christian Church will meet at 3
o'clock at the church.
--The 0.E.S. School of Inspection
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Patridge were will be held at the Masonic Hall
called to Sterner, Ala., Friday on at 7:30, preceded by an agenda by
account of the death of his sister, the officers.
Mrs. C. R. Reaves. They returned
The Alice Waters Circle of the
home Monday.
• •
First Methodist .Church will meet
'Mr. and Mrs Jack Sykes and at 7730 with Mrs. Charles Hackett.
family were weekend...tie:tiara -vitt*...1.2i41.1dain St.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Bruton, old
Thursday. April 22
friends, at Dover, Tenn.
The Magazine Club' will meet at
2:30 with Mrs. R. T. Wells. Hazel
Miss Shirley Yarboro. student at
Road.
Murray State, is in St. Louis for
the week to attend the national
convention of the AssotiaticeiChildhood Education.
••
A salad of tomato aspic is cool
L. Robertson is hobbling around and refreshing, adding extra flawith crutches on account of trying vor and food value to the spring
to move a large mill rock from his menu. Canned tomato )uice. or
properly in South Murray. His Juice drained from canned tomatofoot and ankle were painfully es may be used, according to Miss
Florence Imlay. specialist in foods
bruised.
••
at the College of Agriculture and
uekEconomics, University of
Home
H. T. Waldrop is able to be out xenv
again after-air-operation for- apiTomato Ample
pendicitis at Murray hospital.
• •
2 1-2 tablespoons gelatin
1-4 cup cold water
Mr. and Mrs. -Rex Syndergaard
2 slices onion
and daughter. Mary Kay, spent
2 whole cloves
KItteeeacation in St. Louis. Their
daughter,Susan. who has spent the
40
past month -with her grandmother
in St Louis, returned home with
them Sunday night.

(To be continued,
(The characters in this serial are
fictitious/
Copyright, ISM as Arcadte 4e5ae. fat

MAPLE STREET AUTO REPAIR

2, TIME

Mrs. Lamar Farley is the guest of
her daughter, Mrs. Carl Ferara, and
Mr. Ferara, of Norris City, Ill.
• •
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Wade and son.
Bobby, were week-end visitors in
Memphis.
--S
Tom Wear of Paducah was the
guest of his father, Mr. Soya Wear
and family, Sunday.

AT LAST Carey and Loris were
I'm In the car, headed for home.
Carey drove rapidly. for Loris kept
saying she felt uneasy about leaving Pottersplace for so long. Suddenly both realized they were tired
It was early morning and they were
feeling the let-down that follows
hours of strain and excitement.
Just before turning out the lights
Carey looked long at Loris.
"You were wonderful." he told
her. "and I sin going to kiss you."
"The wine again!" said Loris in
a low voice.
"Wine. nothing. It's you. You're
decidedly kissable, and you should
be kissed by way of celebration."
"Carey - please." said Loris
backing away.
Deliberately Carey drew her to
him. He held her close. And Loris
did not struggle. Somehow she
knew deep down in her heart that
being in Carey's arms was just
where she wanted to be. It was the
most wonderful thing in the whole
world She lifted her face -and
Carey's lips covered hers-

PEANUT, JOHN and ARTHER

Homemakers Clubs
Schedule -

Social Calendar

lucky District, Prestonsburg. Mrs.
C. B. Varney. chairman. April 21,
Northeastern Blue Grass. Morehead,
Mrs. W. P. Dye. chairman; April
22. North Kentucky District. Sum'
mitt Hills Country Club. Kenton
county. Mrs Leo Flynn, director;
April 23. Central Blue Grass District, Wilmore, Miss Martha Hieatt,
chairman: April 24, North-Central
Districe, Louisville, Mrs. W. G.
Peak, director; April 26, Stephen
Foster District. Danville. Mrs. Hogan Ballard. director; April 27,
Wolfe Creek Dam District, Campbellsville. Mrs. W J. Tuggle, chairman; April 28, South-Central District. Hop:cinsville, Mrs. C. T. Cubbag.'. director; April 29, Purchase
District, Fulton, Mrs. Charles Moss,
director; April 30. Pennyroyal District, Princeton, Mm.. J. H. Duvall,
director, and May I. Lincoln Trail
District, Hardinsburg, Mrs. C. T.
Cubbage, director.
With 94 counties in the stA having home demonstrate:in work, it
was necessary to increase the number of districts from seven to 12 in
order to accommodate homemaker.
audiences attending district meetings

Get Welcome Relief
From Stomach Gas,
Sour Food Taste
Do you feel bloated and miserable attar
every matt II so. her* is how you may
rid yourself of this nervous distress.
Thousands have found It the way to be
wen, cheerful and happy again
tverytime food enters the stomach •
vital gastric Jukes must Sow normally to
break-up certain food particles, else the
Mod may ferment Sour food, acid indigestion and gas frequently cause• morbid, touchy. fretful, peevish, nervous
condition, loos of appetite, underweight,
restless sleep, weakness.
To get real relief you must increase
the flow of this vital gastric Juice Medi.
oat authorities, In independent labors.
tort tests on human stomachs, have by
positive proof shown that 888 Tonic is
amazingly effective In increasing this
Sow when It is too little or scanty due
to • non-organic stomach disturbance,
This is due to the 688 Tonic formUla
which contains special and potent act!.
sating ingredients.,
Also. 888 Tonic Volpe build-up nonworn*. weak. watery blood In nutri.
Bon& anemia-so with a good flow of
this puetric digestive Juice. plus rich redblood you should eat better,sleep better,
feel better. work better, play better.
Avoid punishing yourself with overdoses of soda and other &mansion se
counteract gas and bloating when what
you so dearly need is 888 Tonic to help
you digest food for body strength and
repair. Don't wait! Join the host of
happy people 888 Tonic has helped.
111111ona of bottles sold Get• bottle of
888 Tonic from your drug store today.
888 Tonic helps Build Sturdy Health.

IS
A
RADIO
VALUE
SALE
That You Will Be Interested In
All Nationally Advertised Radios at
GREATLY REDUCED PRICES
-.TUESDAY Through SATURDAY
Console Radio Phonograph Combination,
formerly $229.50, now
$169.75
Table Model Radio Phonograph Combination, formerly $99.95, now . $49.95
Table Model Electric Radio,
formerly $26.95, now . .. $14.95
AM and FM Radio,
formerly $74.95, now
$64.95
A $15.95 value, now-only
$9.95

the
actit
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and many others to choose from
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This Value Sale starts TODAY and lasts
THROUGH SATURDAY

Come

ifao
:rnogyrl
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i
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in today and select the Radio of your choice
S.

Johnson Appliance Co.
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"Your FRIGIDAIRE Dealer"
&Rah Side Square
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